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Abstract
In this paper, we study the reachability problem for conditional term rewriting
systems. Given two ground terms s and t, our practical aim is to prove s 6!

R
t
for some join conditional term rewriting system R (possibly not terminating and
not conuent). The proof method we propose relies on an over approximation
of reachable terms for unrestricted join conditional term rewriting systems. This
approximation is computed using an extension of the tree automata completion
algorithm to the conditional case.
Introduction
In [8], we proposed a technique for approximating the set of reachable terms:
given a Term Rewriting System (TRS for short) R and a regular set of terms
E recognized by a tree automaton A, we compute another tree automaton A
0
recognizing a super set of terms reachable by rewriting terms of E with R, i.e.
R

(E). Then, given two terms s; t 2 T (F) and s 2 E, if t is not recognized
by A
0
then we have a proof that s 6!

R
t. This technique is implemented in
the Timbuk tool [11] and have some direct applications in verication where
R is used to model a program behavior, E a set of initial congurations and
the super set of reachable terms represent an approximation of every possible
execution. An interesting aspect w.r.t. verication is that no assumption is
made over R, in particular termination and conuence are not needed. This
approach proved to be successful for the verication of cryptographic proto-
cols [9] and was recently applied to verify a cryptographic protocol for pay TV
developed by Thomson Multimedia [10].Cryptographic protocol verication
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consists in proving that for a xed set of possible intruder actions, whatever
the combination of those actions maybe, the intruder is not able to obtain
any secret information or to break authentication between agents. In our set-
ting, we model the protocol by a term rewriting system R where for every
rule, the left-hand side represents the message expected by an agent and the
right-hand side models its answer. This term rewriting system is extended by
a set of rules describing the intruder actions: usually listening to any message,
encrypting and decrypting with any key he has, building and deconstructing
messages, etc. The set E contains the initial messages of the protocol and the
setR

(E) contains every possible message exchanged during the protocol with
an intruder listening, replaying, encrypting, decrypting, etc. With Timbuk we
can automatically build an over-approximation of R

(E) provided that the
user gives some approximation rules by hand. Using user dened approxima-
tion rules rather than a xed automatic approximation methodology permits
in particular to adapt the precision of the approximation to the property to be
proven. Then, we dene a set F of forbidden messages representing aws in
the protocol and prove that the intersection between the over-approximation
of R

(E) and F is empty, proving that no aw can occur from an initial
message whatever the combination of intruder action may be. This technique
allowed us to prove automatically security properties on cryptographic proto-
cols under complex verication assumptions: sessions interleaving, unbounded
number of sessions, unbounded number of agents.
Now, our aim is to provide in Timbuk some approximation of reachable
terms for an extended specication language: Conditional Term Rewriting
Systems (CTRS for short). The rst motivation for this extension is that
CTRS provide a more 'user-friendly' specication language for programs and
protocols. A second motivation is that programming languages based on
rewriting like Elan [2] or Maude [3] do integrate conditions. Thus to prove
properties on Elan and Maude programs using approximations, it is necessary
to take conditions into account. Note that these languages also rely on strate-
gies and that there are already some approaches for dealing with reachability
under some strategy for some restricted classes of TRS [13].
A rst and natural idea to approximate reachability for conditional term
rewriting systems is to encode CTRS into TRS and thus reduce the prob-
lem of reachability for a conditional term rewriting system to the problem of
reachability for a non conditional one. Suprisingly, this is not the more easy
and natural way. Thus, in this paper, we propose an extension of the tree
automata completion algorithm of [8] to the conditional case.
In section 1, we dene TRS, CTRS and tree automata. In section 2,
we shortly recall the tree automata completion algorithm for TRS and the
approximation construction. In section 3, we dene the extension of this
algorithm to the CTRS case and show that it produces a tree automaton
recognizing an over approximation of reachable terms for join CTRSs. In
section 4, we show that the extended algorithm should give better results than
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using an encoding of CTRS into TRS and the existing algorithm. Finally, we
conclude in section 5.
1 TRS, CTRS and tree automata
In this section we shortly present denitions and tools used in this paper.
For details about TRS and CTRS one can refer to [5,6] and to [4] for tree
automata.
Let F be a set of function symbols with an arity in N , X be a set of
variables. T (F ;X ) is the set of terms over F and X , T (F) is its subset of
ground terms. V ar(t) designates the set of variables of a term t. The set of
positions of a term t 2 T (F ;X ) is a word over N dened by:
(i) Pos(t) = fg if t 2 X ,
(ii) Pos(f(t
1
; : : : ; t
n
)) = fg [ fi:p j 1  i  n and p 2 Pos(t
i
)g if f 2 F ,
arity(f) = n and t
1
; : : : ; t
n
2 T (F ;X ), where  is the empty sequence of
integers.
If p 2 Pos(t) then the subterm of t at position p is denoted by tj
p
. The term
obtained by replacing tj
p
in t at position p by the term s is denoted by t[s]
p
.
Pos(t) is a partially ordered set whose order is dened by p  p
0
, 9q 2
Pos(tj
p
) s.t. p
0
= p:q.
Denition 1.1 A substitution is an application  : X 7! T (F ;X ) that one
can extend to T (F ;X ) in an endomorphism:  : T (F ;X ) 7! T (F ;X ). The
result of the application of a substitution  to a term t 2 T (F ;X ) is the term
denoted by t.
Denition 1.2 A context is a term C[ ] in T (F [ f2g;X ) where the new
constant symbol 2 62 F appears only once. For all context C[ ] and all term
t 2 T (F ;X ), C[t] is the term obtained replacing 2 by t in C[ ].
1.1 TRS and CTRS
A term rewriting system (TRS) over a set of ground terms T (F) is a set R
of pairs (t
l
; t
r
) 2 T (F ;X ) called rules (and denoted by t
l
! t
r
) such that
V ar(t
r
)  V ar(t
l
). In the following (r) will designate a rule in R. A term
t 2 T (F) can be rewritten by the rule (r) : t
l
! t
r
at position p 2 Pos(t) i
there exists a substitution  such that tj
p
= t
l
 and the result of the rewriting
is t[t
r
]
p
. We denote this rewriting by t
(r)
 !
R
t[t
r
]
p
. Thus a rewriting system
R denes a rewriting relation which is a binary relation!
R
between terms in
T (F) such that t !
R
t
0
i there exists a rule (r), a position p 2 Pos(t) and
a substitution  such that t
(r)
 ! t
0
. !

R
is the transitive closure of !
R
.
A conditional term rewriting system (CTRS) over a set of ground terms
T (F) is a set R of conditional rules (r)t
l
! t
r
if cond, where t
l
; t
r
2 T (F ;X )
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and cond designates a conjunction of conditions that must be checked before
rewriting. In this paper, conditions are pairs of terms denoted by c
1
# c
2
where c
1
; c
2
2 T (F ;X ); (V ar(c
1
) [ V ar(c
2
))  Var(t
l
); these are join condi-
tions. Such a condition is said to be true for a substitution  if there exists
a term u 2 T (F) such that c
1
 and c
2
 can be both rewritten by the CTRS
R into u in a nite number of steps. Then, the rule t
l
! t
r
if c
1
# c
2
can be
applied to the term t 2 T (F) at position p as for a TRS. !
R
also denes a
rewriting relation on T (F).
For a TRS or a CTRS R and a set of terms E  T (F), we dene the set
of R-descendants of E, denoted by R

(E) which is the set of reachable terms
from E by !

R
, i.e. R

(E) = ft 2 T (F) j s 2 E and s!

R
tg.
1.2 Tree automata
Tree automata are tools to represent nitely sets of trees and then of terms.
A tree automaton is a tuple A = hF ;Q;Q
f
;i, where Q is a nite set of
symbols with arity 0 that are the states of the automaton. Q
f
is the subset
of Q of nal states and  is a set of normalized transitions. A normalized
transition is a rewriting rule where the left term is f(q
1
; q
2
; : : : ; q
n
) where
f 2 F s.t. arity(f) = n, fq
1
; : : : ; q
n
g  Q and the right term is a state
q 2 Q. The rewriting relation induced by  is denoted by !

. The language
recognized by A is L(A) = ft 2 T (F) j 9q 2 Q
f
s.t. t!


qg. The language
recognized by a state q 2 Q is the set of terms that rewrite into q and is
denoted by L(A; q). Note that L(A) =
S
q2Q
f
L(A; q). A set of terms is said
to be regular if there exists a tree automaton that recognize it.
2 The tree automaton completion algorithm
We rst shortly present the algorithm used to approximate R

(E) when R
is a TRS [8]. Informally, the algorithm consists in a completion of the tree
automaton recognizing E w.r.t the rules of R to get -step by step- the R-
reachable terms from E. Let A = hF ;Q;Q
f
;i be a tree automaton over
T (F).
Denition 2.1 A regular language substitution over A is an application 
L
:
X 7! Q. We can extend this denition to a morphism 
L
: T (F ;X ) 7!
T (F ;Q).
For E = L(A) and for all q 2 Q, the completion consists in extending
L(A; q), the language recognized by q, to the transitive closure of L(A; q)
by R. To do so, we have to nd s; t 2 T (F) and s 2 L(A; q) such that
(l ! r) 2 R, s = l !
R
r = t, and t =2 L(A; q). Then, we can add t to
L(A; q) by adding a set of transitions to  s.t. t !


q.
In practice, considering every possible s 2 T (F) such that s 2 L(A; q)
is not possible since it can be innite. However, it is equivalent to consider
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every rule l ! r of R and every possible regular language substitution 
L
(which are in nite number) over A such that l
L
!


q and r
L
6!


q. In
this case, l
L
!


q and l
L
!

R
r
L
is what we call a critical pair. Note
that it is equivalent to consider every possible l
L
instead of every possible
l 2 T (F) because if l !


q then there exists a particular 
L
s.t. l !


l
L
!


q. When such a critical pair is found, adding a set of normalized
transitions to perform the rewriting r
L
!


q is equivalent to adding a set
of normalized transitions to perform the rewriting r !


q in A for the
same reason. Non left or right linear rules may cause problems due to the
ltering process to get the regular language substitution (a same term can be
recognized by two dierent states, then the non-linearity should not apply to
states); however there exist a method to go trough this issue described in [11].
When it terminates, this algorithm produces a tree automaton A
0
such that
for every state q, L(A; q) contains L(A; q) as well as an approximation of its
successors by R.However, in many cases the completion produces an innite
number of new states and thus may not terminate. This is due to the fact that
transitions added during completion need to be normalized. Normalization
of transitions is necessary in order to be able to perform complementation
and intersection operations to exploit the result of the completion. Adding
transitions to the automaton adds states to the automaton: the left-hand side
of r ! q may be of depth 2 or more, thus it may be necessary to normalize
it before adding it to A. In that case, we have to create some new states to
recognize subterms of r. Repeatedly adding new states may lead completion
to diverge. On the opposite, it is very easy to force termination by limitating
the number of new states that can be used and re-use existing states.
Example 2.2 Let us consider the following transition to be normalized in a
automaton A where q
1
2 Q, q
2
is a new state and there is no transition with
q
1
in its left hand side:
g(f(q
1
))! q
2
The usual way to normalize it is to create a new state, say q
3
, and to add the
transitions f(q
1
)! q
3
and g(q
3
)! q
2
. An approximation would be, for exam-
ple, to add these rules instead: f(q
1
) ! q
1
and g(q
1
) ! q
2
. This would pro-
duce, in the new automaton A
0
the language L(A
0
; q
2
) = fg(f
n
(L(A; q
1
))) j
n 2 Ng which is a superset of the exact one which is fg(f(L(A; q
1
)))g
The approximation we obtain are very close to the widening operations in
abstract interpretation. In such techniques, the widening is dened once and it
ensures termination in any case. However, if a widening is not precise enough
for a given property nothing can be done. Our setting is dierent, the user is
able to give some approximation rules well adapted to its model and to the
property he wants to prove. The approximation rules are rewrite rules used to
merge together terms or states in order to minimize the number of new states.
Standard widening operations on languages can easily be described using a
small number of approximation rules [11].
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3 Reachability in CTRS by tree automata completion
The purpose of this section is to adapt the existing algorithm of approximation
of reachable terms [8] to CTRS. Let E  T (F) be a regular entry set of ground
terms. We want to get an over approximation of the set R

(E) for a given
CTRS R. Note that we only focus on left-linear CTRS, since every non left-
linear CTRS can be transformed into an equivalent left-linear CTRS: every
rule of the form C[x; x; x] ! : : : can be transformed into C[x; y; z] ! : : : if
# (x; y; z) where # (c
1
; : : : ; c
n
) is an extended joinability condition. Given a
substitution , # (c
1
; : : : ; c
n
) is true if there exists a term u s.t. c
1
 !

R
u, . . . ,
c
n
 !

R
u. This technique extends to any number of non linear occurrence
of variables and the extended joinability condition can easily be integrated in
the following completion algorithm. Similarly, for sake of simplicity we chose
to present the algorithm on rules with a unique joinability condition but it
can straightforwardly be lifted to any conjunction of joinability conditions.
3.1 Reachable terms for conditions in a CTRS
Let us consider a conditional-join rule of type l ! r if s # t. For a sub-
stitution , the term l rewrites into r if and only if exists a term u such
that s !

u and t !

u with the considered CTRS. Note that this is
similar to l ! r if and only if R

(s) \ R

(t) 6= ;. This condition becomes
R

(c
1
)\: : :\R

(c
n
) 6= ; for an extended joinability condition # (c
1
; : : : ; c
n
).
Similarly for any conjunction of conditions c
1
# c
0
1
^ : : : c
n
# c
0
n
, it becomes
R

(c
1
)\R

(c
0
1
) 6= ;^ : : :^R

(c
n
)\R

(c
0
n
) 6= ;. Consequently conditions
can be evaluated using reachable terms. The way to verify the truth of a con-
dition should be to build the sets R

(s) and R

(t) in order to check if they
have common reachable terms or not. Let us remark that performing such a
computation with an over-approximation may lead to assign true for a condi-
tion that may be false. However this is coherent with an over-approximation
of R

(E); informally, since conditional rules may apply more often in an over
approximation than in the exact case, more descendants are produced, which
is still an over approximation of R

(E).
Lemma 3.1 Let R be a left-linear TRS, A
0
be the result of computation of the
completion algorithm applied to a set E = L(A), then A
0
is closed by rewriting
w.r.t R, i.e: if l !

R
r and 9q 2 Q
A
; l 2 L(A; q) then r 2 L(A
0
; q).
The proof of this corollary is described in [8] and is part of the proof for
the correctness of the completion method over a TRS. We intend to reuse this
intermediate result to compute separately the reachable terms from useful
conditional terms.
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3.2 Completion over regular set of terms for a CTRS
We rst dene a rewriting relation t
#n
 !
R
s meaning that to rewrite t into s,
it is necessary to evaluate at most n conditions (n is called the depth of the
derivation in [6]).
Denition 3.2 For a CTRS R with a subset R
nc
of non conditional rules,
we note
#n
 !
R
the relation dened by:

#0
 !
R
=!
R
nc

a
#n+1
   !
R
b , a
#0
 !
R
b or 9 substitution; p 2 Pos(a) and (l ! r if s # t) 2
R such that aj
p
= l; b = a[r]
p
and 9u 2 T (F) such that s
#n
 !

R
u and
t
#n
 !

R
u.
Note that l !

R
r means that 9n 2 N s.t. l
#n
 !

R
r.
Let A
0
be the tree automaton whose language E is the entry set of terms
for the left-linear CTRS R. Let us consider the following algorithm, where we
complete at each step the automaton A
i
to an automaton A
i+1
. The set of
stateQ
i
is partitioned into three set of states: Q
0
[Q
i;new
[Q
i;cond
. Q
0
is the set
of states of A
0
, Q
i;new
is a set of states produced by transition normalization
and indexed by naturals, Q
i;cond
is a set of conditional states indexed by terms
of T (F ; Q
i
).
(i) from A
i
= hF ;Q
i
;Q
f
;
i
i, the i
th
step of completion, we compute the
automaton A
i+1
= hF ;Q
i+1
;Q
f
;
i+1
i with the initialization: Q
i+1
=
Q
i
;
i+1
= 
i
.
(ii) Let us consider each critical pair without considering the condition of
the rule. A pair (q; r) of Q  T (F) is said to be critical for a rule ()
either non conditional l ! r, or conditional l ! r if c
1
# c
2
where 
L
is
a regular language substitution 
L
= fx
1
! q
i
1
; x
2
! q
i
2
; : : : ; x
n
! q
i
n
g,
where fx
1
; x
2
; : : : ; x
n
g = var(l), if l
L
!


i
q and r
L
6!


i
q.
(iii) for all of these critical pairs, () is either:

a conditional rule: l ! r if c
1
# c
2
. There are two possibilities :
 there are no state indexed by c
1

L
or c
2

L
in the conditional subset
of states of Q
i
(q
c
1

L
=2 Q
i;cond
or q
c
2

L
=2 Q
i;cond
), then we create these
two states (or the one missing) and we add to the automaton A
i+1
the
following transitions:
c
1

L
!


i+1
q
c
1

L
and c
2

L
!


i+1
q
c
2

L
 there exists two states q
c
1

L
and q
c
2

L
in Q
i
. We have to calculate
L(A
i
; q
c
1

L
) \ L(A
i
; q
c
2

L
). If this set is empty, the condition is, for
this completion step, considered as false. If it is not empty, then the
condition is true and we go on processing the critical pair as if the rule
were not conditional.
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
a non conditional one (or it is conditional and the condition has been
found true in the previous step), then we add to the automaton the
transition r
L
!


i+1
q.
(iv) the new automaton A
i+1
= hF ;Q
i+1
;Q
f;i+1
;
i+1
i is the result of one
step of completion of A
i
.
If there exists i 2 N such that A
i
= A
i+1
, then A
i
is the result. Remember
that each time we add a transition to the automaton, we have to normalize it
with new states (index by naturals and added in Q
i;new
) and then the oppor-
tunity to make an approximation in order to limit the number of new states
created for the normalization. As in the non conditional case, this completion
may not have a xed point: we may produce innitely many new states. How-
ever, approximation techniques similar to those of section 2 apply: let Q
cond
be the set of new states q
c
1

L
and q
c
1

L
produced by conditions, Q
new
the set
of new states used to normalize the transitions, one may restrict in any way
the set Q
new
to force completion to terminate. Note that there is no need to
limit the number of states of Q
cond
, since the number of possible conditions
c
1
; c
2
is nite and the number of possible 
L
is nite if Q
new
is.
Theorem 3.3 Let A
0
be a tree automaton such that L(A
0
)  E and R a left
linear CTRS. If A
0
is the result of the completion of A
0
w.r.t R, then L(A
0
)
is closed with respect to R and R

(E)  R

(L(A
0
))  L(A
0
)
Proof. Let A
0
= hF ;Q
0
;Q
f
;
0
i. We prove that 8t 2 T (F) s.t. 9q 2 Q
0
; t 2
L(A
0
; q), 8u 2 T (F) s.t. t !

R
u, we have u 2 L(A
0
; q). We prove by induc-
tion that 8n 2 N ; q 2 Q
0
; t 2 L(A
0
; q), u s.t. t
#n
 !

R
u, then u 2 L(A
0
; q)

If q 2 Q
0
; t 2 L(A
0
; q), and t
#0
 !

R
u then we trivially have u 2 L(A
0
; q).
Indeed,
#0
 !

R
means that we consider non conditional R
nc
subset of rules of
R and then the proof follows from lemma 3.1.

now suppose that for a given n: 8k  n; t
#k
 !

R
u and t !


0
q ) u !


0
q.
We want to show that:
t
#n+1
   !

R
u and t!


0
q ) u!


0
q
t
#n+1
   !

R
u means that exists ft
1
; t
2
; : : : ; t
j
g  T (F) such that
t
0
= t
#n+1
   !
R
t
1
#n+1
   !
R
t
2
#n+1
   !
R
: : :
#n+1
   !
R
t
j 1
#n+1
   !
R
t
j
= u
Now we show that for every t
i
, if t
i
!


0
q then t
i+1
!


0
q, this leads to
two cases:
 t
i
#n
 !
R
t
i+1
, then using the induction hypothesis, t
i+1
!


0
q.
 t
i
6
#n
 !
R
t
i+1
and t
i
#n+1
   !
R
t
i+1
, so there exists a rule (k) l ! r if c
1
# c
2
2 R
a closed context C[], and a substitution  such that:
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t
i
= C[l]!
R
C[r] = t
i+1
if c
1
 # c
2

and 9c s.t. c
1

#n
 !

R
c; and c
2

#n
 !

R
c
Since no critical pair between R and 
0
exists, the automaton is a xed
point for the completion and we necessarily have that 9q
c
1

; q
c
2

2 Q
0
.
Thus, we have:
c
1

#n
 !

R
c and c
1
!

0
q
c
1

c
2

#n
 !

R
c and c
1
!

0
q
c
2

The induction hypothesis leads to c 2 L(A
0
; q
c
1

) and
c 2 L(A
0
; q
c
2

). Consequently, since t
i
!


0
q, since the conditionL(A
0
; q
c
1
;
)\
L(A
0
; q
c
2
;
) 6= ; is true, and since A is a xed point for the completion for
automaton A, we necessarily have t
i+1
!


0
q.
We have t = t
0
2 L(A
0
; q), so by induction 8i  n; t
i
2 L(A
0
; q), in
particular u = t
j
.
We get the result that t
#n+1
   !

R
u and t!


q implies u!


q
So 8n 2 N ; t
#n
 !

R
u and t !


0
q implies u !


0
q, then t !

R
u and t !


0
q
implies u !


0
q. This leads us to 8q 2 Q
0
;L(A
0
; q) is closed under rewriting
by R, in particular for q 2 Q
f
, thus L(A
0
) is closed under rewriting by R.
Since completion is incremental, we have the inequalities   
0
and thus
E  L(A)  L(A
0
), and nally R

(E)  L(A
0
).
2 2
4 Regular approximations of conditional descendants
The purpose of this section is to compare the automaton we obtain using the
completion algorithm on CTRS w.r.t. the automaton obtained by the initial
completion algorithm over a TRS encoding a CTRS. We rst give an encoding
of CTRS into TRS.
4.1 Encoding a CTRS into a TRS
Many encodings of CTRS into TRS were proposed (See for instance [12,1,14]).
All those encodings are based on the extension or transformation of the alpha-
bet F : some symbols are added to model conditions or the arity of symbols
of F is extended in order to store some conditions. We require the encoded
CTRS to have the same reachable terms on T (F) though it rewrites over
T (F
0
), i.e. if R is a CTRS over F , and R
0
is its TRS encoding over F
0
(with
a function  mapping (encoded) terms of T (F)
0
to terms of T (F)) then for
all terms s; t 2 T (F) and s
0
; t
0
2 T (F)
0
such that s = (s
0
) and t = (t
0
),
we have: s !

R
t if and only if s
0
!

R
0
t
0
. As far as we know the encoding
of P. Viry [14] is the only one to preserve reachability. This is mainly due to
the fact encodings are generally designed for a dierent purpose in a dierent
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context: most of them are designed to transform a conuent and terminat-
ing conditional term rewriting system into a terminating and conuent non
conditional term rewriting system having the same normal forms. This is
rather dierent from our setting where systems are not necessarily conuent
or terminating.
With regards to approximation construction, we will also require the en-
coding to minimize the number of 'new' terms (representing condition evalua-
tion and verication). We will also try to minimize their depth as well as the
arity of their symbols, since each of these elements increases the complexity of
the approximation construction. Intuitively, a 'new' term is a term that is not
already recognized by the approximation automaton. Each subterm of a 'new'
term requires one state of the automaton to be recognized. Thus minimizing
new terms and their depth minimizes the size of the automaton and the com-
plexity { in time and space { of approximation construction. This is why,
although Viry's encoding is preserving reachability, it is not fully satisfactory
for our purpose. In [7], we propose another encoding of CTRS into TRS:
(i)l ! r if c
1
# c
2
is transformed into:
(i
1
) l ! c
i
(l; r; c
1
; c
2
)
(i
2
) c
i
(x; y; z; z) ! y
where x; y; z 2 X . Since this encoding is dedicated to reachability proof for
CTRS (in particular it does not have to preserve termination), it is very simple
and has good properties for approximations: no arity extension and fewer new
terms. For instance, in our setting, it is more interesting to store l itself in
c
i
(l; :::) than every variable of l { say c
i
(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
; : : :) for instance { like
in [1,14] which increases the arity of c
i
. Similarly, since l is the left-hand side
of the rule, then the subterm l of c
i
(l; : : :) will be shared in the approximation
and thus will not be constructed twice: in c
i
(l; : : :), l is not a 'new' term, it will
be recognized by the same state. Note that termination of the system is not
required for the approximation, and we will show that recursive applications
of the (i
1
) rule can easily be solved.
Since this encoding of a CTRSR into a TRSR
0
(over an alphabet F
0
= F[
fc
i
ji = 1 : : : ng) preserves reachability, one can apply the existing completion
algorithm for unrestricted TRS [11]. The completion algorithm constructs a
tree automaton A whose language is L(A)  R
0

(E). To approximate R

(E),
it is then necessary to project the language from T (F)
0
into T (F). This can
easily be done by removing all the transitions of the automaton with a c
i
as
top symbol.
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4.2 Example
In order to avoid technical details about approximation rules (see [11]) and to
focus on the comparison between the extended completion algorithm and the
encoding approach, we choose an example where the completion terminates
without approximation.
Example 4.1 For this example, we consider an automaton recognizing the
membership of 'b' in lists of 'a' and 'b'. mb designates membership. Let
F = ftt; nil; a; b : 0; cons;mb : 2g, X = fx; y; lg and A = hF ;Q;Q
f
;i,
where Q = fq
0
; q
1
; q
2
; q
3
; q
4
; q
5
; q
6
g, Q
f
= fq
5
g, and
 =
8
>
<
>
:
nil ! q
0
; b! q
1
; a! q
2
; cons(q
2
; q
0
)! q
3
cons(q
2
; q
3
)! q
3
; cons(q
1
; q
3
)! q
4
; cons(q
2
; q
4
)! q
4
cons(q
1
; q
4
)! q
4
; mb(q
1
; q
3
)! q
5
; mb(q
1
; q
4
)! q
6
R =
8
>
<
>
:
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! tt if mb(x; l) # tt
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! tt if x # y
mb(x; nil) ! ?
R
0
=
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! c(mb(x; cons(y; l)); tt;mb(x; l); tt)
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! c(mb(x; cons(y; l)); tt; x; y)
c(x; y; z; z) ! y
mb(x; nil) ! ?
Note that state q
5
tests membership of 'b' in lists of 'a', and q
6
tests member-
ship of 'b' in lists of 'a' and 'b', with 'a' for last elements. Completion over A
with the CTRS completion method on the conditional system gives:
applied rule state conditions conditions state new rules
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
))! tt q
5
mb(q
1
; q
0
) # tt new mb(q
1
; q
0
)! q
c1
; tt! q
c2
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
))! tt q
5
q
1
# q
2
false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
3
))! tt q
5
mb(q
1
; q
3
) # tt false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
3
))! tt q
5
q
1
# q
2
false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
))! tt q
6
mb(q
1
; q
4
) # tt false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
))! tt q
6
mb(q
1
; q
4
) # tt false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
))! tt q
6
mb(q
1
; q
3
) # tt false
mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
))! tt q
6
q
1
# q
1
true tt! q
6
mb(q
1
; nil)! ? q
c1
? ! q
c1
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Applied rule and state are the elements of the considered critical pair, condi-
tions are the conditions for the rule to be eectively applicable, condition state
is the current state of the condition regarding the existence of the correspond-
ing conditional states in the automaton (new if there are not both present),
and their intersection (false if it is the empty set, true otherwise), and new
rules refer to the rules added in the automaton after normalization.
Completion over A with the TRS method on the translated system:
applied rule state transition to normalize new rules
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
))! tt q
5
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
)); tt;mb(q
1
; q
0
); tt) mb(q
1
; q
0
)! q
7
tt! q
8
c(q
5
; q
8
; q
7
; q
8
)! q
5
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
))! tt q
5
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
)); tt; q
1
; q
2
) c(q
5
; q
8
; q
1
; q
2
)! q
5
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
3
))! tt q
5
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
3
)); tt;mb(q
1
; q
3
); tt) c(q
5
; q
8
; q
5
; q
8
)! q
5
mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
))! tt q
6
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
)); tt;mb(q
1
; q
3
); tt) c(q
6
; q
8
; q
4
; q
8
)! q
6
mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
))! tt q
6
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
1
; q
3
)); tt; q
1
; q
1
) c(q
6
; q
8
; q
1
; q
1
)! q
6
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
))! tt q
6
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
)); tt;mb(q
1
; q
4
); tt) c(q
6
; q
8
; q
6
; q
8
)! q
6
mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
))! tt q
6
c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
4
)); tt; q
1
; q
2
) c(q
6
; q
8
; q
1
; q
2
)! q
6
mb(q
1
; nil)! ? q
7
? ! q
7
? ! q
7
c(q
6
; q
8
; q
1
; q
1
)! q
8
q
6
q
8
! q
6
q
8
! q
6
Applied rule, state and new rules denote the same informations as in the
previous completion, while transition to normalize is given in order to show
the complexity of the rule to be added with this method and to insist on
the approximation. Note that the construction of A reect an abstract in-
terpretation choice (every list of 'a' is recognized by the same state q
3
, etc).
The second method uses approximation to converge while the rst one does
not need to. The TRS method over the translation produces deep terms to
normalize (such as c(mb(q
1
; cons(q
2
; q
0
)); tt;mb(q
1
; q
0
); tt)) we have chosen to
normalize using existing states whenever possible. Even with this approxi-
mation, the completion produces odd terms such as c(q
6
; q
8
; q
6
; q
8
) which are
meaningless (q
6
rewrites into q
8
if q
6
rewrites into q
8
). For both examples, we
obtain tt 2 L(A; q
6
) and tt =2 L(A; q
5
), and then prove that mb(b; l) 6!

R
tt
when l is a list of
0
a
0
.
This example also shows that we can replace the two rules:
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! tt if mb(x; l) # tt
mb(x; cons(y; l)) ! tt if x # y
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by one rule :
mb(x; cons(y; l))! tt if mb(x; l) # tt or x # y
and test both conditions in the same step, i.e allow disjunctions of conditions
with the CTRS method, while this is not easily possible with a translation.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we tackle the problem of approximating reachable terms for any
join Conditional Term Rewriting System. As far as we know, this is the rst
time that this problem is addressed. We proposed an algorithm extending
the existing automata completion algorithm { implemented in the Timbuk
tool { for dealing with CTRS. This extension is rather natural w.r.t. the
existing algorithm and uses similar techniques, in particular for approximation
construction.
We compared the automata produced by this algorithmwith what could be
obtained using an encoding of CTRS into TRS and the completion algorithm
on TRS. This comparison is in favor of the rst one. Even if the encoding was
chosen so as to limit the number of new terms, limit their depth as well as
their arity, the automaton produced by completion on the encoding is bigger:
it recognizes more terms (right-hand side of the rules even if the condition is
not true) and contains some alien information (c
i
). One should note that each
of these additional terms is likely to make the completion diverge and thus
needs to be approximated. Hence, the extension of the completion algorithm
to CTRS seems to give a more convincing answer to approximate reachable
terms for CTRS and should be chosen soon for implementation in Timbuk.
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